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Project Scope Summary

Sitelogiq – C&I Division helped Cadence Aerospace in Anaheim CA drastically lower their energy usage, enhance light quality for employees and improved overall safety. With over 300 new LED High Bays with sensors 200 LED troffer retrofits, Cadence Aerospace was able to drastically cut operating costs. With a payback just over 22 months and a 35% return on their investment, they are sure to have a significant improvement in their lighting quality for many years to come.

"ERC/SitelogIQ updated our entire facility, including a re-design of our warehouse lighting and we are now receiving an average of 90 footcandles and significantly improved light quality. They also recommended and implemented Digital Lumens 'Smart Sensors' which gives us IoT data on our facility and the ability to monitor & manage lighting remotely can change as our facility usage changes. We have realized an additional 60-70% energy savings by implementing this controls strategy!"

John Greene
Facilities Manager
Cadence Aerospace

The total savings from this project is equivalent to:

- Gas Emissions from 737,868 miles driven by the average car
- CO2 Emissions from 329,922 pounds of coal burned
- Carbon Sequestered by 355 acres of forest in one year

$79,288
Annual Savings

35%
Return on Investment

33
Month Payback